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Abstract: Image processing and the analysis of images in order to extract relevant data is an
ever-growing topic of research. Although there are numerous methods readily available, the task
of image preprocessing and feature extraction requires developing specific algorithms for specific
problems by combining different functions and tweaking their parameters. This paper proposes a
framework that allows the flexible construction of image processing algorithms. Its user interface
and architecture are designed to ease and speed up the process of algorithm creation and testing as
well as serve as an application for the use of these algorithms by end users. The framework was built
in Matlab and makes use of its integrated Image Processing toolbox.
Keywords: image processing; feature extraction; Matlab; framework; algorithm design

1. Introduction
Enhancing and extracting useful information from digital images plays an important role in
most scientific and engineering fields. There are numerous tools and software packages available for
pure image processing. However, feature extraction requires the development of specific algorithms
depending on image particularities and the type of data that needs to be retrieved from the images.
Matlab is the leading platform for technical computing and is one of the most widely used languages
for the creation of feature extraction algorithms. Its Image Processing toolbox [1] contains almost a
thousand of the most common functions related to this field [2–4], allowing for the preprocessing,
analysis, segmentation, registration, and postprocessing of digital images.
In addition to the core language and its plethora of toolboxes, Matlab also benefits from a very
large community of programmers and researchers constantly extending its rich bank of tools and assets.
They are all drawn by the versatility of the integrated computing environment, the volume of available
resources, and the multitude of possibilities to share the created content with both programmers
and end users, inside or outside the Matlab application. One of the methods for extending Matlab
core functionality is the creation of frameworks, some based on available toolboxes, which can be
used to program or solve problems in specific areas of interest, such as conducting behavioral and
neuroimaging experiments [5], processing of digital elevation data [6], or the implementation of genetic
algorithms for optimization problems [7].
Automatic characterization of materials and material structures is an essential tool for the speed
and accuracy of their quality assessment. Algorithms such as those built for analyzing the cupping
profiles of laminated wood products [8], the identification of fission gas bubbles [9], or for the extraction
of information from SEM micrographs of nanotube structures [10] fall into this category. Developing,
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Figure 1. Application architecture and its associated files.
Figure 1. Application architecture and its associated files.
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The metadata are the data used to keep track of the dynamic part of the user interface, the settings
The metadata are the data used to keep track of the dynamic part of the user interface, the settings
of the application, and the list of folders containing files associated with the framework. Only part of
of the application, and the list of folders containing files associated with the framework. Only part of
these data is saved and thus is persisted between sessions.
these data is saved and thus is persisted between sessions.
The document data are the structure and all the data associated with a specific image processing
The document data are the structure and all the data associated with a specific image processing
problem. They contain the original image or images requiring processing and a collection of up to 4
problem. They contain the original image or images requiring processing and a collection of up to
algorithm structures. These are each composed of an object containing algorithm data and a cell array
4 algorithm structures. These are each composed of an object containing algorithm data and a cell
with processed images from all intermediate steps. In a typical scenario, only one image will be
array with processed images from all intermediate steps. In a typical scenario, only one image will
processed with a single algorithm. However, it is possible to load more original images for batch
be processed with a single algorithm. However, it is possible to load more original images for batch
processing or to be used in functions requiring multiple image input. At the same time, a document
processing or to be used in functions requiring multiple image input. At the same time, a document
allows for working with more algorithms at once for comparison purposes or even have the same
allows for working with more algorithms at once for comparison purposes or even have the same
algorithm cloned in order to assess in parallel the intermediate results obtained during its execution.
algorithm cloned in order to assess in parallel the intermediate results obtained during its execution.
The data of a document can be saved as a workspace (.mat file) and later reloaded in the application for
The data of a document can be saved as a workspace (.mat file) and later reloaded in the application for
editing. Alternatively, the workspace can be loaded in Matlab and analyzed or postprocessed outside
editing. Alternatively, the workspace can be loaded in Matlab and analyzed or postprocessed outside
the application.
the application.
The algorithm data are all the information associated with a developed algorithm and can be
The algorithm data are all the information associated with a developed algorithm and can be
saved separately as a workspace (.mat file) or loaded in a document. They contain all data required
saved separately as a workspace (.mat file) or loaded in a document. They contain all data required
to build an image processing procedure but do not hold any information about the actual processed
to build an image processing procedure but do not hold any information about the actual processed
images. An algorithm consists of a succession of steps, each representing a certain image processing
images. An algorithm consists of a succession of steps, each representing a certain image processing
transformation or inquiry. A step has three properties that define how it will be treated by the
transformation or inquiry. A step has three properties that define how it will be treated by the algorithm
algorithm running engine:
running engine:
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Figure 2. Diagram
Diagram of the abstract base image processing function class and its derived classes.
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The abstract class has the role of a template, allowing the algorithm running engine to communicate
with the image processing functions using an agreed communication protocol. It consists of 3 properties:
•

•

•

BatchType (ReadOnly): the default value (1) indicates the function will treat input images as a
batch, processing each of them separately. A value of 2 should be set in the derived classes for the
functions that aggregate all input functions and return a single output.
NrImgsIn (ReadOnly): number of image inputs. The default value of 1 means the function
processes images resulted from only 1 of the previous steps (or the original images), while greater
values can be used in cases where input images originate from multiple previous steps.
ImgInNames: a list of strings containing the tag(s) of the previous step(s) providing the input
images. It should have a number of elements equal to NrImgsIn or be empty. If empty, the engine
assumes only 1 input image, the one provided by the previous step (most common scenario).
and 3 methods:

•

•

•

Process: abstract method that needs to be overridden in the derived classes, implementing the
logic of the image processing function. It has only 1 argument, the input image(s), and 1 output,
the processed image(s). Possible additional arguments and results are implemented in the derived
classes as public properties.
ShowInfo: implemented in derived classes only in the case of functions returning information
other than images. It typically outputs feature extraction data in a visual form (GUI, graphs).
It can optionally be called by the Process method to show the information when the algorithm
runs; however, it is a separate method and can be accessed from the application GUI at any time.
GetUserInput: used in the case of functions requiring the user to provide coordinates of points
from the original image(s). Useful for functions extracting scale data from images providing such
information and in some other fringe scenarios.

All classes implementing image processing or feature extraction functionality need to inherit from
the IPAFunctionBase abstract class. NrInImage and BatchType have to be set in the constructor if
they have other values than the default (1 for both). Besides overriding the main method (Process)
and possibly the other 2 methods, the class can define additional parameters in the form of public
properties. By convention, these are grouped into 2 categories and should follow the following name
conventions:
•

•

in_ParamName parameters: properties whose names begin with the “in_” particle are considered
input arguments for the image processing function. These can be set on the app GUI at algorithm
construction time.
out_ParamName parameters: properties whose names begin with the “out_” particle are results
returned by the function other than images. They can be end results (feature extraction information)
or intermediate data used by the “in_” parameters of subsequent steps.

For maximum flexibility, the Step field of a given step can either be an instance of an image
processing class or, alternatively, it can simply contain Matlab code (FreeCode) that will be executed by
the engine. This can be a series of commands separated by semicolons (;) or the name of a script to
be called.
3. Results and Discussion
The framework is implemented in Matlab as an application that can be used directly as it is or
extended with more image processing functionality by complying to the framework’s structure and
tools. The abstract class along with the derived classes implementing core image processing functions
are stored in a subfolder of the application called IPAFunctions. Classes specific to certain problems
can be added and stored in different locations. The application keeps a list of paths where these classes
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the list of all available image processing classes in the specified locations.
The graphical user interface (GUI) presented in Figure 3 consists of three main parts:
The graphical user interface (GUI) presented in Figure 3 consists of three main parts:
Tools area. Fixed interface area with menus and controls for all operations except algorithm
•
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•
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Algorithm area. Dynamically generated and managed part of the interface, consisting of a list of
controls associated with algorithm steps. Each line contains a control for the selection of the step,
controls associated with algorithm steps. Each line contains a control for the selection of the step,
a checkbox associated with the Active field, a static text specifying the tag of the step (containing
a checkbox associated with the Active field, a static text specifying the tag of the step (containing
the name of the associated class), and a button opening the parameters window. Steps can be
the name of the associated class), and a button opening the parameters window. Steps can be
added, deleted, or reordered using the controls in the upper area.
added, deleted, or reordered using the controls in the upper area.
•
Image display area. Main panel for displaying the original and transformed images. It can show

Image display area. Main panel for displaying the original and transformed images. It can show
a single image belonging to the active algorithm, four images from different steps of the active
a single image belonging to the active algorithm, four images from different steps of the active
algorithm, or four images from specified steps on each of the four algorithms in a document.
algorithm, or four images from specified steps on each of the four algorithms in a document.
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The main purpose for creating the framework is its use in the assessment of TiO2 nanotube
structure quality by extracting statistical data regarding nanotube uniformity, shape, and size from
SEM micrographs. Future research will focus on the issue of developing, testing, tweaking, and
improving algorithms that can optimally achieve this task.
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The main purpose for creating the framework is its use in the assessment of TiO2 nanotube
structure quality by extracting statistical data regarding nanotube uniformity, shape, and size from SEM
micrographs. Future research will focus on the issue of developing, testing, tweaking, and improving
algorithms that can optimally achieve this task.
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